
installation

connection

connection

drill holes at correct distance

make a cut-out in the middle to push the gear
through the ceiling: dimensions depend on the dimensions of the chosen gear, 
but cannot exceed 60mm x 35mm (for single) and 60x105mm (for double)

connect the 230V to the gear (with strain relief) connect the LED directly to the gear 

connect the wires to the connector on the 
prologe, red wire = + , black wire = - (+ and - are indicated)

dimensions

Name

Prologe 80 Single LED

Prologe 80 Double LED

Reference LxWxH

KR967121-xxxx / KR967122-xxxx 150x75x75

150x75x155,5KR967221-xxxx / KR967222-xxxx

Current

500mA

500mA

Name

Prologe 80 Single LED

Prologe 80 Double LED

1

2

3

X/2
  distance x for single :   54 mm

     double : 126 mm
     
     

Reference

KR967121-xxxx / KR967122-xxxx

KR967221-xxxx / KR967222-xxxx

shadow gap

Please make sure that 
main voltage is disconnected
before proceeding!

Ø 5mm
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IMPORTANT: check polarity of the LED!!

+ and - at driver side must match
+ and - at LED side

+ = red wire
- = black wire



louvre

accessories
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insert louvre in housing 5
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slide the glass in the louvre.
glass is optional 

1

fold lips around glass2 push louvre in until springs click4place louvre in device

click !

click the housing onto the ceiling box
fix ceiling box to ceiling with screws

NOTE: to ease installation the 
reflectors can easily be taken out 
by rotating counter clockwise and
then pulling down when installing the reflectors again,

slide the bumps on the reflector under
the cavities in the reflector holder
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